
Investment offer in EUR

Investment 

Pre-money company valuation

Interest rate per year

Duration in years (approximately)

Your investment 1.000,00                

Interest 272,03                    

Total payout 2.092,83                

Projected revenue at maturity date 895.072,00             Year *** Interest***
Accrued 

interest

Enterprise value 

participation
Loan Payout Revenue EBITDA

Shareholder 

Equity

Multiple according to the company 1,12                         1.000,00 -         1.000,00 -            

Company valuation - liabilities 1.002.480,64         1 45,00                -                             -                     -                        151.756,00                     6.000,00 -              postiv

Enterprise value participation (EV*share) - Cost* 820,80                    2 45,00                47,03                -                             -                     92,03                  253.433,00                     26.962,00             postiv

3 45,00                -                     -                             -                     45,00                  387.753,00                     42.452,00             postiv

Pre-money company valuation 360.000,00             4 45,00                -                     -                             -                     45,00                  550.610,00                     78.917,00             postiv

Capital requirements 150.000,00             5 45,00                -                     -                             -                     45,00                  704.781,00                     113.827,00          postiv

Post-money company valuation (PM) 510.000,00             6 45,00                -                     820,80                      1.000,00          1.865,80             895.072,00                     162.899,00          postiv

7 -                     -                     -                             -                     -                        -                                    -                          postiv

My share (my investment / PM) 0,1961% 8 -                     -                     -                             -                     -                        -                                    -                          postiv

Predicted dilution until maturity date/exit** 0,0000% 9 -                     -                     -                             -                     -                        -                                    -                          postiv

My share at maturity date/exit 0,1961% 10 -                     -                     -                             -                     -                        -                                    -                          postiv

*Cost: 15% Transaction Cost

**Dilution: Due to further equity financing of EUR XXX your share will decline. But on the other hand the company valuation is expected to increase.

***The calculation is assumed for simplicity for whole years. There is therefore an adjustment depending on the start of the contract. The chart shows accumulated interest. 

Calculation of my share

Non-binding example calculation on the basis of the business plan figures

Estimated return p.a.

(pre-tax)

14,03%Enterprise value 

participation  after cost, pre-tax

820,80                    

My enterprise value participation at maturity Progress of the investment*** Figures 

6

Non-binding example calculation on the basis of the business plan figures of the company

Avokado d.o.o.

Subordinated loan

360.000,00                       

4,50%
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Disclaimer

Risks

In connection with the planning assumptions it should be noted that all assumptions were invariably provided by the company and are therefore the responsibility of the company and not of the CONDA Crowdinvesting SI d.o.o. CONDA 

Crowdinvesting SI d.o.o. explicitly states that the Company is solely responsible for the financial forecasts and completeness of all relevant data and that the Company ensures that all information and data relevant for the financial 

forecasts has been determined correctly, completely and objectively. We assume no responsibility for the admission of the imputed assumptions and events and/or for the result of the building upon entrepreneurial activities and measures. 

This summary contains future oriented statements, including statements concerning the financial, revenue and assets situation of the company, its corporate strategy and development as well as plans, objectives and projections with 

regard to the activities and development. These statements are based on assumptions, estimates and subjective expectations on the date of this summary and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that may cause actual 

developments, events, decisions and results, and the actual financial, revenue and assets situation of the company to differ materially from the expectations, assumptions and estimates. Forward-looking statements should not be 

misunderstood as an accurate prediction of future developments and results.

The investment is a long term investment. Based on the form of investment there are associated opportunities and risks but no reliable predictions can be made about future earnings. In particular any revenue generated in the past is no 

indicator of future results. In particular, the following risks can materialize: 

Insolvency risk: This refers to the risk of insolvency of the project company. Insolvency of the project company regularly leads to a total loss of investment.

Total loss risk: This refers to the risk that an investment will be completely worthless. The risk of total loss for individual investments is correspondingly higher.

Malversation risk: This includes the risk in the project company itself by malfeasance of employees or representatives. This can never be ruled out entirely. Malversation can cause damage directly or indirectly to the project company and 

can lead to the insolvency.

Concentration risk: This risk arises when an investor makes no or only a slight spread in the investment portfolio. Investing in only a few project is therefore not recommended.

Difficult transfer of investments: Investments that are not transferable except under special conditions and generally don't have any market value. 

With this the investor was expressly informed.


